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Foreword

Equal Partners was evolved from a desire to understand how specific markets work, what drives
the customer agenda and how well the supply chain are aligned to and engaged with the
customer’s needs and aspirations.
Furthermore the intention was and remains to identify how customers and suppliers could change
their behaviour to create a more sustainable and mutually beneficial relationship.
The first two Equal Partners studies focused on construction procurement in the private and public
sectors respectively. The third Equal Partners report focused on office property occupancy and this
report, the fourth in the series, looks at property in the retail sector.
In all Equal Partners studies there are common threads; suppliers generally have only a limited
understanding of their customers’ needs and therefore are often working to the wrong agenda and
poor communications in supplier organisations’ often cause the failure to meet customer
expectations rather than the actual physical delivery of services.
It must also be said that there is a good deal of poor communication within many customer
organisations as well as within supplier organisations.
As always however, there are exemplary organisations who are far-sighted and who lead their
sector and who deservedly reap the rewards, this was the case in this study.
I would like to thank those enlightened organisations that recognised the value of investing in and
supporting what we believe are comprehensive studies and insights into the needs of today’s
property customers.
Equal Partners 4 involved structured discussions with over thirty major retail occupiers, workshops
with advisory and supplier organisations and feedback from relevant industry bodies including the
BCSC, BRC and BPF. We are grateful for the time and commitment of all of those who participated
in this process.
It is our hope that those involved in retail property will read and think about this report and become
excited by the potential that exists to improve relationships and that customers and suppliers rise
to the challenge of engaging in a more intelligent way to meet the changing needs of their
businesses.

David Jennings
Managing Director
Business Vantage Ltd
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Management summary

The quality of relationships between retailers and their property suppliers is the outcome of the
degree of alignment between them. Full alignment would involve the property supply chain in
understanding and responding to the dynamics of the retail sector, with retailers responding in kind,
and with both parties behaving in a manner appropriate to a shared interest in success.
The question for this study is: how well aligned are those in the property supply chain and their retail
customers? The evidence of the research suggests three overarching conclusions.
❚ First, property owners should invest more in sustainable relationships with retailers through out
the property life cycle, accepting that there is a shared interest agenda.
❚ Secondly, whilst property is fundamental to the retail offering, many retailers invest insufficient
resources in its planning and management.
❚ Thirdly, closer alignment within the retail property supply chain could be achieved through
simple, behavioural changes rather than changes to deep structural issues.
The overwhelming themes from our study are calls for greater simplicity, more flexibility and greater
value, all within a more sustainable relationship-based approach by the property sector.
Our research has revealed quite a high level of misalignment in the retail property customersupplier relationship. Some of this is well known, some less well known. Where our findings
differ from others is in their emphasis on behaviours. In this area we have found plentiful
opportunity for change that would lead to closer customer-supplier alignment.
At a principal-to-principal level, relationships are generally undeveloped, with little recognition of a
shared agenda. This improves at the next level, between retail property directors and their peers
in supplier companies; but then reduces dramatically where advisors, on both sides, are involved.
During construction and fit out, there is again greater alignment.
We believe that all suppliers – owners, surveyors, lawyers, constructors, designers – looking for
sustainable, long-term success will need to recognise the value of a shared interest agenda with
their retail customers. Innovation and smarter thinking are key to unlocking both growth
potential and more sustainable relationships. The competitive position of many retailers, the everpresent economic uncertainty, the threat of legislation and the opportunity to secure greater value
through a more enlightened management process, all provide good reasons to change. The "blue
chip" owners are already on the change journey, but many more must be convinced to join in.
Figure One gives the key messages arising from this research, and in Section Six we outline a
series of recommended actions designed to bring about closer alignment in supply chain
relationships. What emerges from the messages are the opportunities that exist to make
practical and behavioural changes. We suggest that such changes can have a big impact: they
are easier to achieve than deep structural changes, but could have an immediate and
significant positive influence on retailer-supplier alignment.
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THE TOP TEN ALIGNMENT MESSAGES

There is more alignment at a strategic level than public debate suggests.
There is much less alignment in other parts of the supply chain.
"My landlord doesn’t understand me" is largely a myth.
There are benefits to be gained from a "shared interest" agenda.
Many causes of supply chain friction are behavioural rather than structural.
There is an overwhelming need for simplicity, flexibility and value.
There is a need for more alignment on both sides of the supply chain, between owners and their advisors,
and between retail property teams and their operational colleagues.
There is a need for more demonstrable fairness, honesty and transparency.
Both retailers and suppliers need to improve communications.
Retailers and their suppliers need to work together to respond to the sustainability agenda.
Figure One

The findings of this study have been endorsed by the:
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Introduction

Equal Partners is a series of studies examining how well suppliers of property and propertyrelated services are aligned to their customers; whether there is a gap between client expectations
and supplier delivery, and what actions might lead to closer alignment. Earlier Equal Partners
reports examined public and private sector construction and office occupancy.
Equal Partners 4 shifts the focus to the retail sector, examining the provision of buildings by
owners; retail property management; the advisory services of surveyors and lawyers, and the
delivery activities of construction and fit out businesses. We considered the drivers of change in
retail businesses; how these impact on the property agenda and demand for property, and how the
property supply chain delivers against the property agenda.
The cornerstone of this research was a series of in-depth interviews with senior property personnel
from 34 retail organisations, chosen to represent a broad range of retailer types. We also sought
to find a cross section of shopping centre, high street unit and retail park occupiers.
To ensure a balanced perspective, we also consulted over 30 organisations from the supply chain,
including owners, advisors, designers, constructors and property managers. At key stages of the
study, meetings were held with our Syndicate Group of sponsors and our Steering Group of
industry experts to gather their views and critical input to the process.
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The retail property environment

Retail businesses operate within increasingly dynamic environments and are undergoing constant
and rapid change. They are responding to consumers who have less and less brand loyalty and
who are better informed and more sophisticated. They are looking to meet heightened demands
for value, service and experience; they are having to refresh their shops regularly in order to attract
and retain consumers, and they are cutting every last piece of inefficiency from their procurement
processes. At the same time they are addressing a complex Corporate Social Responsibility and
regulatory environment. And to do all this, they need modern, well located, flexible and appropriately priced property, delivered by a responsive and supportive supply chain.
There is almost 530 million sq ft of retail space in the UK, of which 28% is in shopping centres; and
there is a shopping centre development pipeline of over 21 million sq ft (some of which is
replacement stock). Against this backdrop of growth, even in the current benign economic conditions, incentive packages average 18 months, and are thought to be rising. While these dynamics
do not in themselves suggest an oversupply scenario, together with the trends discussed above,
they present the property supply chain with a challenge.
Retailers are, if nothing else, acutely aware of cost: everywhere supply chains are being squeezed
for efficiency savings. They do therefore question the cost base of property. Recent data suggest
that over the past five years UK shopping centre rents have risen by 20% (against a backdrop of
increasing supply), while total retail spending has grown by just 1.5% in 2005, and similarly in 2006,
both at a time when margins are reportedly being squeezed further still. Such dynamics suggest
there is merit in owners and retailers recognising mutual interests.
Like all property sectors, much of the culture of retail property markets grew up around constrained
land supply with the resultant culture of a supply-led market. In this model, owners are in a
"controlling position" and retailers operate within the supply-side structure. There is some evidence
that this model might be shifting. For example, while the volume of retail space in the pipeline does
not by itself suggest that we are heading for a major, long-term oversupply, it is likely to present the
property supply chain with an increasing challenge.
At the very least, the combination of increased supply and more competitive trading conditions, will
create a raised awareness of the common interests shared by owners and occupiers of retail
property.
Over the past seven years, 770 shopping centres (around 80% of the market) changed hands, with
subsequent implications for owner-tenant relations. Several of the retailers in our sample drew
attention to the impact of changing owners, and it does seem that purchasers need to be more
engaged with their new tenants. We are not suggesting a major change in direction, but logic
suggests that trends do change. If rental growth does slow in response to some of the trends outlined in this report, and if capital values stall as a result, then owners will need to adapt, just as
retailers are adapting to their consumers.
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As property dynamics evolve, we suggest that owners will need to adapt, just as retailers are
adapting to their consumers. Part of this adaptation will involve new approaches to property
management – the key area where innovation, and simply smarter thinking, can make a major
difference. The property management profession, and crucially the way in which owners manage
the process, is key to unlocking a more sustainable relationship between owner and retailer.
The question of property management was highlighted in the recently-launched UK Occupier
Satisfaction Index,1 which measured occupier satisfaction across retail, office and industrial
property. The results demonstrate that retailers are the least satisfied of the three sectors, and that
small retailers are the least satisfied within that sector. The research concluded that occupiers wish
to be treated as "paying guests" rather than as "financial instruments". These themes are strongly
echoed in our research.

1

Kingsley Lipsey Morgan & IPD Occupiers (2007) UK Occupier Satisfaction Index
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Business context - key challenges facing retailers

Our interviewees talked about the key challenges facing their businesses, such as changes in the
way business is being transacted, threats and opportunities in their markets and issues that are
most likely to make the difference between success and failure.
Retailers operate within fast-moving and acutely competitive markets and decisions are made
rapidly in response to competitive pressures and the need to satisfy the shifting and fickle demands
of increasingly promiscuous, more sophisticated and more demanding consumers.
The message is that many of the challenges will express themselves in the property supply chain.
This may be, for instance, in the need for new shop formats, or different forms of procurement.
What is clear is that there are opportunities for those suppliers who adapt their offer in the same
way that retailers are adapting to their customers’ changing demands.

Competition Retailers are in a constant battle to find ways of staying ‘new’ and ‘fresh’ to attract
and satisfy customers. Brand loyalty among shoppers is increasingly rare. For this reason, the
arrival of new entrants in the sales territory is a constant threat and source of innovation. The threat
is not necessarily from direct competitors trading on a similar model, but rather from retailers that
trade in a different way, broaden their offer or undercut prices.
At the same time, consumers’ expectations for quality, service and value have risen sharply.
Overall, consumers today are wealthier than they were twenty years ago, and because of the
internet, they are more price conscious, which encourages price transparency. Because of this
fact, and because product choice has widened significantly, they are able to exercise choice in a
way that has not been possible before.

Strategies for sustaining growth Retailers are adopting a host of strategies in their quest for
new ways to attract and retain customers. Within our sample, businesses are involved in ambitious
growth and a re-branding of portfolios; growing store numbers while introducing new formats;
looking to focus their offer on specific segments of the consumer market; changing the in-store
experience; increasing the size of their outlets, and competing through differentiating their offers,
expanding choice and creating new formats to drive growth.
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The cost of property Interviewees repeatedly referred to the issue of property costs – often the
single biggest fixed cost for a retailer – and the fact that they outstrip inflation. And it is not just the
headline costs of rent, rates and service charges that have been rising. Operating costs, such as
utilities, have also risen sharply.
For some retailers, the occupational costs are more than justified by the superior returns available
in the UK. One retailer admitted that although rents might be high in the UK compared to other
countries, its turnover per square foot is such that property costs represent a lower proportion of
turnover than in many other countries.

Sustainability Growing numbers of retailers carry increasingly ambitious statements in their
annual reports on their commitment to "the green agenda". In this study, however, very few of the
interviewees have so far found their daily work priorities being greatly influenced by the green
agenda. Despite this, there seems little doubt that its significance will grow. For example, retailers’
commitment to climate change issues will provide the driver needed to influence behaviour in
design and management.

The impact of e-tailing The retail sector has been the subject of
much speculation over its future in the face of electronic shopping. We
found a more mixed response than we had expected, but the general
consensus was to regard web trading as just another route to market,
with its own set of weekly trading figures. Several of the retailers
explained that shoppers browse on line and then come in to make the
purchase. While they acknowledged that this could work in reverse, the
general view seemed to be that the opportunity to sell on-line worked in
the retailers’ favour.
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Property strategy and management

The resourcing and skills of a retailers’ in-house property team has a major influence on how the
business engages with the property supply chain. The better resourced and organised property
teams are more effective at dealing with the property supply chain; have more time to communicate their needs; drive the best deals and build the most productive relationships.
Retail property teams are managing a resource that is integral to the business itself, i.e., the retail
selling space. It was therefore surprising to find, in general, property teams that appeared to be
under-resourced; and it is our conclusion that retail businesses should deploy appropriate
resources to enable positive and value-creating engagement with the property supply chain.

The property strategy For many retail property teams, so much
emphasis lies on meeting store opening programmes, that setting a
broadly-based and considered property strategy is regarded by
many as a nice-to-have rather than a necessity. We conclude that
this is a weakness because it fails to encourage a more proactive
approach by suppliers.
Based on the evidence from our interviews, Figure Two suggests a
relationship between the maturity and quality of a retailers’ property
strategy and their internal systems and processes, and the quality of
their relationships with the supply chain. We suggest that where
property teams have a well developed strategy and robust internal
systems, their relationships with suppliers are ‘better’ in terms of the
level of alignment.
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Figure Two
The relationship between strategy, systems and alignment

The quality of supply chain relationships tends to be better where the
client has a clear property strategy and clear internal systems and
processes for managing supplier relations and procurement.
Quality of supply chain
relationships alignment
Maturity
and quality
of property
strategy

Internal systems and processes
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Several of those interviewed were managing portfolios comprising hundreds of properties, with
single figure teams, and almost wholly reliant upon outsourced expertise for their resource. There
are a number of implications from this finding.
❚ Under-resourced in-house teams have little time to engage with the property supply chain, other
than on project-specific issues, reducing the time to nurture alignment.
❚ There is not sufficient time for strategy, leading to a lack of clarity in the market place about a
particular retailer’s drivers; priorities, needs, expectations, etc.
❚ There appears to be a comparatively under-developed approach to benchmarking and
measurement.
❚ Retailers are almost wholly reliant on outsourced advisors, with implications for supply chain
behaviour, discussed later.
Many of those interviewed report directly to a Board director,
typically Finance or Operations. This is perceived as a positive,
because it acknowledges their central role in the business. However,
property directors often have to rely on operational managers for
actions over whom they have relatively weak influence. Again, this has
implications for supply chain alignment. For example, retail property
directors are often accused of changing their minds during the
procurement process, implying that they came to market ill-prepared. In
fact, as was shown in a number of anecdotes, it is often the operational
side of the business making the changes without full cognizance of the
property process.
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There was a pattern to team structures within the sample companies,
although significant variation should be recognised. Three typical team
structures are shown in Figure Three.
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Figure Three Typical retail property team structures

Property
Director

(1) Larger team; larger, more
complex stores; longer lead –
in times and

Asset
Management

Capital
Projects

Maintenance

Property
Director

(2) Team focused on store
openings; less focused on
asset management.

Acquisition and
Disposal

Capital
Projects

Management

Property
Director

(3) Very small team; typically
unit retailer; simple standard
fit outs.

Asset
Management

Delivery and
Maintenance

The property management process There was within our
sample a general view that many aspects of estate management
could be made easier, and more efficient, if there was more of a
sense of shared interest in the outcome: "all we want is to be treated
in a fair and appropriate manner by landlords".
Simplification of the legal process is seen as a major issue. Several
retailers identified enormous amounts of time wasted in lease
negotiations, rent reviews and consents for alterations.
Outside of major contractual discussions the day-to-day management of stores is left to store managers.
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This is perhaps to be expected, but it introduces and explains some of the issues inherent in
property management discussions. For example, retailers openly confess to being poor at attending meetings and store managers are rarely motivated to devote the time required to listen and
debate issues about their centres.
The way owners manage the property management process was raised a number of times. Those
commenting on this area felt that a gap had opened up within the supply side, between owners and
managers, and that they were somehow suffering the consequences of this gap. Some on the
supply side have acknowledged this gap and have put in place measures to improve
communications.
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Service charges The overriding concerns with service charges
revolve around transparency and accountability. In terms of
accountability, retailers argue that there is often little motivation for
the service charge to be carefully controlled because ultimately the
costs will be divided amongst tenants and will not hit the owner’s
bottom line.
One of the key practical difficulties in both transparency and
accountability is the difficulty of getting the retailer engaged. Given
the comments earlier about under-resourced teams, it is little
surprise that some owners can claim to have sought engagement
and dialogue, but have been met with an apparent lack of interest.

Some owners have changed their approach. One that we spoke with operates a service charge
code and signs all service charges itself, rather than via a third party, to improve accountability.

Rent reviews Most of the retailers discussed rent reviews in the context of what is perceived to
be the excessive time and costs involved. There is great frustration with the practice of landlords
beginning the rent review negotiation with excessively high quoting rents, in the almost certain
knowledge that they will eventually agree a lower figure. This process is
expensive and time consuming for the tenant, stretching scarce
resources even further.
Tenant alterations There is enormous frustration within our sample
with the process of applying for licences to make alterations to store
frontages and interiors. Retailers often need a regular programme of
refurbishments and face-lifts to maintain the quality of their trading
environment, but we found a huge range in the attitudes of owners to
granting consents, from fast and painless decisions, to long,
bureaucratic and expensive processes.
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Turnover rents Several of the retailers in our study would find turnover
rents attractive, because they represent a viable solution to the
problems of variable trading patterns and profit profiles. However,
several said that there are very few instances of genuine turnover
agreements in the UK. They expressed considerable scepticism about
deals that are presented as turnover rents, where in reality the base
rent is only marginally discounted from a full market rent, so the top up
element is almost pure benefit to the owner.

Alignment either side of the supply chain It is clear from our research that retailers’ property
teams, generally, are running to catch up: they have small teams, managing large and dynamic
portfolios through myriad suppliers. Implications flow from this in terms of client-supplier alignment,
not least of which is plentiful opportunity for miscommunication, misunderstanding and misrepresentation. While there are exceptions to these generalities, we believe that herein lies the cause of
some significant friction within the supply chain.
Our research shows that there is a need for greater alignment on each side of the supply chain.
Among suppliers, for example, those leading owners that wish to work with retailers, on a shared
interest basis, to increase the sustainability of their assets, must ensure that their own
people and representatives reflect their objectives and culture at all levels by delivering against
consistent values.
Similarly, while much of our commentary relates to issues within the property supply chain, we
stress that there is a need for retailers to take steps to bring about closer alignment. For example,
there is sometimes a gap between the strategy and direction set by the property team at a
retailers’ head office, and the expression of this "on the ground".
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We conclude that change can come at a variety of levels, and is easier to achieve in some areas
than in others. Figure Four illustrates this point, suggesting that while, for example, structural
changes are difficult to achieve, behavioural changes are simpler to effect.
Figure Four Some changes are easier to effect than others

Change in the client – supplier relationship can
occur at a number of levels. While structural
change to leases, for example, might be very
difficult to achieve, behavioural modifications
are simpler.

Difficulty of
change

Structural

Process
Type of change

Behavioural
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Property delivery

There is far more scope for synergy between owner and occupier in retail than in either the office
or the industrial sectors because the shop is central to the whole retail enterprise. As one property
director said: "the portfolio I put together, is critical to the success of the business".
Despite the scope, one of the oft-repeated comments of retailers
about the supply chain is: "they don’t understand our business". We
worked hard to discover what this claim actually means. Our
conclusion is that owners do in fact understand retail businesses (at
least to an adequate level), but that structural constraints within
which they work preclude them from responding as retailers might
want. This gives the impression that they are not listening or understanding. Again, we conclude that changes in behaviour and
process, within the structural constraints, would bring the supply
chain and the retailer into closer alignment.
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Owners While retailers are acutely aware of differences between owners, most of the feedback
addressed areas of concern, and could be construed as negative and critical. However, this should
not overshadow the encouraging degree of satisfaction with some owners: without prompting,
retailers volunteered comment on what owners get right. The problem is that very often all
owners are tarred with the same brush.

Understanding the retailer’s business The potential gain from understanding the retailers’
business is great: the interdependency cannot be over-estimated. A retailer will do better business
if the customer is happy and if the whole really is greater than the sum of the parts. Ultimately this
will drive greater asset value. This shared interest agenda is shown in Figure Five.
Figure Five The shared interest agenda
High investment performance

EP4.SUM

Weighted towards
owners interests

High mutual
interest agenda

Blue chip owners

Yield shifters
Low mutual
interest agenda

Weighted towards
retailers interests

High retail performance
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Much of the dissatisfaction felt by retailers can be boiled down to three broad agendas for change.
All are, in essence, rooted in behavioural change, rather than structural change.

Communications The channels of communication between owners
and retailers are frequently inadequate. Retailers described many
instances where more effective communication at the right time
would have avoided conflict or resentment.
Several of the retailers pointed out the anonymity of decision
makers, particularly within larger owning organisations:
"Communication is the big issue with institutions. If you can’t get the
name of the person responsible, nothing happens". Attention was
also drawn to the fact that communications tend to be better when
leading up to taking space in a new shopping centre than when the
scheme has matured somewhat.
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nership or relationships with their landlords. There is an appetite for
creating the kind of relationships that pre-empt conflict and anticipate needs so that business changes do not become property
problems. The widespread under-resourcing in property teams
means that they have not always given the time necessary to build
mutually beneficial relationships.
There are exceptions. One retailer that has expanded rapidly in a
relatively short time described how it is now resourcing up its team
so that it can invest time in building relationships with owners. "We
recognise that we need to get better at relationships. We would like
to become the preferred operator for developers".

Transparency The retailers that we spoke to expressed a great desire for more transparency in
their dealings with owners. The new Code of Practice goes some way to addressing their concerns,
but several of them argued that while the larger owners might conform to the Code, there are many
others who will not.
More generally, some retailers argued that the lack of transparency is pointless, gets in the way of
developing more business-based relationships, and flows into the behaviour of advisors who are
inclined to "take positions" during negotiations rather than bring a "can do" approach.
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Advisors Letting agents, or brokers, acting for owners provoked a lot of negative feedback. Like
property itself, they are considered ‘a necessary evil’. As one put it "Agents are the weakest part
of the industry". There is a feeling that the industry is too segmented, and that those specialising
in agency and management, for example, are distant and do not work to a common agenda. More
specifically, agents were widely criticised for five problems in the supply chain.
❚ A lack of transparency or even honesty Retailers are busy and under-resourced, and they resent
wasting valuable time in getting to the truth. Examples of opacity are available at every stage of
the process, from the information available in marketing material, to the evidence at rent review,
and breakdown of the service charge.
❚ Slowing down the process Agents were criticised for their response times, not so much in the
initial negotiations, when they have a vested interest in completing the transaction, but in respond
ing to management issues like applications for licences for alterations: "They contribute to every
thing being dragged out".
❚ Distributing misinformation or exaggerating There is a perception that agents hold back or
distort the flow of information for what they believe to be the purpose of their clients, the property
owners. Whether this is a justified criticism or not, the fact that so many retailers expressed this
view must signal a need for change.
❚ Fee structures The way agents are remunerated is a source of irritation to many retailers, as it is
believed to lead to a tactical approach designed to show their clients how well they are doing
rather than to speedily find the appropriate deal.
❚ Direct access to owners Agents are perceived to actively block direct access by retailers to
owners. This causes frustration and reinforces other perceptions related to transparency and
speed of response.
The key to rationalising the role of agents is that they must represent the views, attitudes and
culture of their clients – owners and retailers. If the owner wishes them to cultivate a climate of
conflict and game-playing, that is the appropriate approach, but if not, then it is the action of a
responsible owner to ensure that its agents are briefed and managed accordingly.
There is significant dissatisfaction with lawyers in both in the initial drafting of a lease and also in
the management process, when they are involved in the issue of licences for alterations, rent
reviews, alienation, break clauses, repairing obligations and lease renewals.
Fairly or unfairly, lawyers are blamed for slowing down supply chain processes. This issue is
particularly important when the retailer has a specific time pressure to open a store. The lawyers
themselves, at least those in our workshops, felt that they could make a more constructive
contribution and speed up lease negotiations, if they were appointed earlier in the process, at the
stage when Heads of Terms are being drafted.
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The lawyers that we spoke to suggested that tenants should come to the table with a "standard" list
of requirements or more information. They argued that heads of terms are all too often "very thin",
leaving the lawyer "to do a lot of guess work" and "joining up the dots". This reinforces the
perception that they are slowing the process down.
We heard also that owners’ lawyers have a tendency to draft very tough leases, "with traps for the
unwary". Sometimes this behaviour is encouraged by the client, other times it appears to be
simply part of the process. The outcome is that trust breaks down. Both lawyers and retailers that
we spoke to suggested that greater attention to heads of terms, by both parties, would save time
and expense later in the process.

Constructors New build by retailers tends to be limited to those major
retailers who develop stand-alone destination stores: food retailers,
emerging non-food retailers, department stores and out-of-town fast
food and casual dinning. This experience means that these retailers
are sophisticated buyers of construction. They continually refine and
develop their construction methods and store formats, and value
engineer designs to improve efficiency and reduce costs.
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Today’s more dynamic retail market, with increased competition,
shorter fashion cycles and more sophisticated and demanding
customers, drives more radical store renewal and refresh programmes. Store fit out and renewal is
a market in its own right with a specialist breed of contractors and consultants used to the
challenges of working in live stores.
For many of the retailers trust is a key feature of the client-supplier relationship during construction,
often based on shared experience of many projects: "Our trusted contractors go on site and work
it out as they go along".
There is clearly greater satisfaction with shop fitters than with other areas of the supply chain. Costs
are more tightly controlled (eg through the procurement process); performance is more easily
measured (eg through snagging) and there is a more transparent mutual interest agenda: "They are
dependent upon us for business; and we can rely on them to get it tight".

Retailer behaviour Our interviews and workshops raised a number of
areas where retailers could change their behaviour for their own benefit
during construction.
❚ Retailers don’t communicate enough.This leads to misunderstandings,
delays and cost escalation through a lack of information, approvals
and access.
❚ Decisions to take a store can be very last minute. While there are often
good reasons for this, early planning and discussion would deliver a
better response.
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❚ Early decisions on basic store organisation, location of lifts, stairs, etc,
would help to avoid cost increases and quality issues by last minute
changes.
❚ Increased resources and better support: retail teams are very often
overstretched, too small, without enough resources.
❚ Decision-making authority: retail construction teams sometimes don’t
have the mandate to make decisions, and don’t give clear instructions.

Supplier relationships Retailers tend to have open relationships with
their design and construction teams generally, sharing information on
development programmes, business plans and sales forecasts.
Problems with the supply chain, mostly behavioural, come at a number
of levels.
❚ Negotiating agreements with owners – a process that can be over
ly complex, time consuming and problematic.
❚ Where a developer is delivering, getting the quality right and handover on time. Disputes often occur on practical completion issues.
❚ Understanding the clients’ drivers and issues sufficiently to deliver
real value.
❚ Insufficient time given to lateral thinking, new ideas and to problem
solving.
❚ Securing commitment and accountability to make things happen
hassle-free.
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Despite these concerns, several in our sample believe that things have improved, with many
suppliers becoming retail specialists, benefiting from increased sales and revenues. But there
remain too many that have not changed sufficiently.

Alignment in property delivery It is clear that different actors in
the property process have different drivers.There is widespread
recognition of these different drivers by the retailers, but there is also
a belief that there is a lot of scope for closer alignment between retailers and their suppliers of property (see Figure Six). Whilst there are
strong views about well known structural issues relating to leases, a
key theme to emerge from our research is the opportunity for more
alignment through better relationship management and modified
behaviours, based on a shared interest agenda.
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Figure Six Key drivers and areas for improvement
The different actors in the retail property process have different priorities,
and different potential areas for improvment

Key drivers (and outcomes)

Areas for improvement

Retailer

Store performance
Growth (acquisition programme)
Cost reduction

Better briefing, better communications, early
decisions, clarity in objectives

Owner

Capital value
Risk management
High occupancy (letting strategy)

Better communications, more information,
better advisor interface, more customer
relationship management

Advisor

Deals
Fees

More simplicity in process, more efficiency

Manager

Landlord priorities
Management processes
Performance KPls

More efficiency, more customer – facing faster
response times, more transparency, more
simplicity, innovation

Constructor

Delivery processes
Performance metrics
Handover (programme and quality)

Quality

We found what we considered to be a relatively high degree of understanding by owners of
retailer issues in property delivery. They showed a detailed knowledge of trading priorities, for
example, and of the commercial pressures under which the retailers are operating. The real cause
of the retailers’ comment, "they don’t understand our business" appears to revolve around two
groups of issues. The first of these are the structural issues about which no single owner can do
very much: lease structures, rent levels and so on.
The second area revolves around some of the issues discussed in the previous section. This is that
whatever the strategic position of an owner on landlord-tenant relationships, if those involved in the
day-to-day activity do not truly reflect that position, then there will remain plentiful scope for
mialignment. Before genuine retailer-supplier alignment can be achieved, there needs to be greater
alignment between owners and their advisors, so that they truly reflect the views and attitudes of
their clients.
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Key conclusions

Media coverage of issues such as upward only rent reviews and service charging has painted a
picture of a polarised property supply chain, with clients and suppliers completely at odds with one
another. Our study has found a rather more complex set of relationships, some founded on
structural issues, some on behavioural/cultural issues, and yet others on economic and social
issues. What is very clear is that all parties in the supply chain have a shared interest in success.
The shared interest is in sustainable footfall and expenditure in shopping centres, high streets and
retail parks throughout the country. If there was two-way recognition of this common interest, and
if this were taken as the starting point, dialogue could begin to become more constructive.
One issue to emerge from this study is the danger of generalisation: there are good owners, and
bad; some retailers manage their supply chains very well, others poorly. On the supply side, while
some owners work in "partnership" with retailers, discussing their priorities and concerns, others do
not, and look simply for capital value enhancement. Equally, it is inappropriate to talk about
"retailers" as a single entity when the drivers of a large food supermarket are entirely different to one
selling coffee and snacks.
Accepting these qualifications, our research suggests that the retail property supply chain needs
to be improved, to everyone’s benefit. We have sought in Figure Seven to suggest a different way
of modelling the supply chain. The traditional, landlord and tenant model has changed little over
decades, and is based on a legal sub-structure that is unlikely to change substantially in the future.
The business-to-business model suggests that a behavioural model could be overlain on the
traditional model to improve alignment.
Figure Seven Traditional and modern models of the property process

Landlord & tenant

Business-to-business

Landlord

Advisor
Customer

Product
Manager

Advisor
Demand-driven
Relationship-driven
Transparent
Tenant
Supply-driven
Contract-driven
Opaque
Inefficient
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The business-to-business overlay suggests a shared agenda in the product between retailers and
owners, as well as a more transparent role for advisors and managers. Because it is a behavioural
model it could sit alongside the existing legal structure: its success is simply contingent upon all
parties recognising that there is mutual benefit to be gained.
In our discussions with both retailers and the supply side, we received a good deal of positivism
about the future. We found a good deal more common ground with opportunities to build a shared
interest agenda than we had expected. We conclude this report by looking at the key messages
from the research and, what we perceive to be the most important priorities for action to improve
alignment between retailers and their suppliers of property.
The overwhelming themes from our study are calls for greater simplicity, more flexibility and greater
value, all within a more sustainable relationship-based approach by the property sector.

Simplicity Retailers perceive property to be overly complex. Because they are in a constant
battle to find ways of reaching out to consumers and their expenditure, staying ‘new’ and fresh is
critical. But the retailers’ agility in changing product lines each season and within seasons
contrasts sharply, for example, with the process for making physical changes to their stores.
Several identified enormous amounts of time wasted in negotiations for consents for alterations. The
process is seen to be overly complex, leading to wasted time and wasted costs in advisors’ fees,
and retailers utterly fail to understand why such behaviours cannot change.
Flexibility The issue of the flexibility of owners in the property management process was raised
repeatedly within our sample. Several interviewees perceive owners to be chronically inflexible and
unresponsive to fluid retail conditions, particularly in the areas of lease lengths, assignments,
turnover rents, upsizing/downsizing, shifting pitches, and responding to changes in their
economics. For example, there is enormous frustration amongst those in our sample with the
process of assignments and sub-leasing.

Value Property is often the single biggest cost for a retailer, and the cost of property is growing
faster than inflation. People costs, on the other hand, are more flexible and can be controlled more
readily by varying numbers or working hours. Against this background, property is seen to provide
poor value. For example, there is the issue of professional fees. While construction costs have
been, and continue to be, honed to provide better value, professional fees are not seen to be
similarly controlled. Typically they are a % of project value rather than a reflection of the work
involved.

Relationships We found a good deal more alignment between retailers and suppliers at a strategy
level and a lot less alignment at the tactical level. As a generality, they each know and understand
(and sometimes respect) the others’ priorities at a strategic level and there is a broad acceptance
that each side has to act commercially in, for example, leasing deals. But for the retailer this comes
to nought when tactically the success of a store is frustrated, for example, by life-cycle
management activities that bear little resemblance to the owners’ overall position on relationship
management with retailers.
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The lesson is that those leading owners who wish to work with retailers on a shared interest
agenda, to increase the sustainability of their assets, must ensure that their people and their
representatives reflect their objectives and culture at all levels. Similarly, retailers need to bring
clarity and consistency to their approach to property decisions, and convey these qualities through
their advisors. A clearly-defined property strategy, communicated both within the retail business,
and out to the supply chain, has tangible value and delivers real benefits.
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Recommended actions

Figure Eight summarises the more important actions that retailers could take in order to align themselves more closely to their supply chains. We have stressed through this report that alignment is
a two-way process and not something that the supply chain can achieve alone. Whilst some
retailers have sophisticated approaches to property, many need to organise themselves and their
procurement of property and property services more effectively.
ACTION PLAN FOR RETAILERS
Engage at the top

Engage more with owners at a business-to-business level to explain the needs and
priorities of your business.

Apply the right
resources

Apply the right resources within the property team to enable positive and value-creating
engagement with the property supply chain.

Have a robust property
strategy

Ensure that you have a robust property strategy covering all aspects of acquisition and
management, making elements available to suppliers.

Spend more time with
suppliers

Invest in relationships with the supply chain to build better understanding, and help
suppliers understand where they can deliver value.

Give better briefing

Spend more time briefing suppliers about specific needs, improve clarity and make
more information available at implementation stage.

Manage advisors

Work closely with your advisors to ensure that they reflect your values and culture
when representing your interests.

Refine internal processes

Demonstrate better internal organisation and clarity in decision-making.

Support new entrants

Support new entrants in shopping centres with a mentoring scheme in order to
encourage a diverse retail offering.

Embrace partnership

Be prepared to share ups as well as downs with your landlord.

Improve
communications

Improve your communications with the supply chain: be more open about your
objectives and priorities.

Measure

Work together to create benchmarking information.

Think strategic, act local

Motivate store managers to take an interest in property issues and ensure that strategic
interests are represented at the local level.

Clarify your green
agenda

Be clear about how your organisation is embracing the green agenda so that owners
and other suppliers can respond to your needs.

Figure Eight
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Figure Nine turns to those actions that owners might take to improve alignment. Given the
supply-led nature of the property process, owners are arguably in the strongest position to effect
change in supply chain relationships. As already mentioned, many improvements can be brought
about through behavioural and cultural change: fundamental to this is the notion of a relationshipbased approach to the supply chain.
As well as measures to improve the relationship between retailer and owner, we recommend
measures to improve alignment within the supply chain. Not least, the strategic position of owners
must permeate not only the whole of their businesses, but also those of their advisors.
ACTION PLAN FOR OWNERS
Become an owner
of choice

Differentiate your retail property offering, and develop a style and quality, both in the
built product and the attendant service ethos.

Engage for the long haul

Engage with retailers for the life cycle of their occupancy, not just during lease negotiations.

Manage relationships

Embrace relationship management; understand retailers’ priorities and drivers,
and facilitate regular meetings with retailers, principal-to-principal.

Develop trust
Simplify and streamline
Show value
alongside cost
Be consistent
Adopt a ‘can do’
approach
Nurture new retailers
Embrace partnership
Disseminate best
practice

It is not sufficient for a minority of owners to be exemplars of good practice.
Find ways to disseminate best practice across the owner community.

Develop and share
knowledge

Develop and manage knowledge, and provide much better information and data on,
for example, shopping centre performance.

Promote the green
agenda

Work with retailers to identify opportunities to implement sustainability initiatives
in the management of property.

Figure Nine
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Promote and defend transparency and honesty in all dealings.
Ensure that your systems and processes make the leasing and management of property
less wasteful of time and money.
Demonstrate value in the property process (for example, in service charge
management) and demonstrate accountability.
Ensure your strategic objectives permeate your whole business and those of your
advisors. Be clear about your objectives with advisors.
Ensure that shopping centre managers reflect a positive approach to solving local
issues by working with retailers.
Provide financial and other assistance to promote/support new retailers, and retail mix,
perhaps through ‘nursery units’ and/or employing merchandisers to offer advice during
the set-up period.
Be open to sharing the risk of retailers’ volatile trading conditions with positive
approaches to property management.
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Figure Ten summarises the actions for all those actors sitting between owners and retailers in the
supply chain. As with the owners’ actions, many of the proposals here relate to cultural and
behavioural issues rather that deep structural problems. The proposals reinforce the point made
earlier that there is a shared interest in success, and that if only this can be recognised, then much
of the friction impeding closer alignment could be meliorated.
ACTION PLAN FOR ADVISORS, MANAGERS AND CONSTRUCTORS
Understand and
educate

Understand the changes that the retail sector continues to experience and help your
owner clients respond to those changes.

Invest in your client

Really understand what drives the specific retailers’ business.

Embrace the shared
interest agenda

Embrace the concept of the retailers’ and owners’ shared interest agenda,
and demonstrate how value can be added to the relationship.

Acknowledge change

Recognise the positive approaches of the leading owners and retailers, and find
ways to reflect these in delivery.

Modify behaviour

Recognise that "Landlord & Tenant" does not mean "Landlord v Tenant" rather,
it underwrites the relationship between owner and retailer.

Align closely with
your client
Simplify and offer
flexibility

Really ensure that you represent the views, attitude and culture of your client
organisation in dealing with other parts of the supply chain.
Simplify your internal systems and processes, and be flexible and responsive to the
needs of dynamic retail clients.

Demonstrate value

Show value add in the property delivery process to counter the perception that
there is much unreasonable cost.

Innovate to differentiate

Demonstrate smart thinking in delivery (management and projects); challenge
the client and offer to share benefits.

Develop trust

Make honesty and transparency an absolute given in all advisory and delivery work.

Manage relationships

Manage owner and retailer client relationships positively, and invest in training and
development where necessary.

Co-operate with others

Work more closely together. For example, consider earlier appointments of lawyers,
and closer working relationships on heads of terms.

Show performance

In the delivery of construction and property management services, demonstrate
how improvements are being made and value added.

Figure Ten
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Our research has revealed quite a high level of misalignment in the retail property supply chain.
We have focused on the role behaviours – the relationships between different parties in the supply
chain rather than, for example, the nature of the contract between them. Here we have found
plentiful opportunity for change that would lead to closer customer-supplier alignment.
But the question for the supply chain remains: why change?
We believe that those owners looking for sustainable, long-term success will need to recognise the
value of a shared interest agenda with their retail occupiers: and other suppliers will need to reflect
this approach in their own relationships with both owner and retailer customers.
The competitive position of many retailers, the ever-present prospect of a downturn in consumer
spending, the threat of legislation and the opportunity to secure greater value through a more
enlightened management process, all provide good reasons to change. Additionally, innovation
and smarter thinking can yield both cost savings and enhanced income.
Some "blue chip" owners are already on the change journey, but many more need to be convinced
of the value of change. We believe that bodies such as the BCSC, BRC and PMA should engage
with the shared interest agenda, and work towards joint initiatives to encourage closer alignment
between retail business and property business.
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‘The BPF welcomes the contribution of the "Equal Partners - Customer and supplier alignment in retail
property " report to the debate on improving the relationship between suppliers of property and their
customers. The property supply industry has made substantial progress over the last few years in
understanding retail customer needs and providing what they want – but there is plenty still to do and
an evidence based analysis can only be helpful in offering pointers to best – and better – practice.’
Liz Peace,
Chief Executive
British Property Federation
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